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Design and Implementation of High Performance and Availability Java RMI Server Group



Tianjing Xu University of Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand [email protected]



1. Introduction Nowadays, providing high performance and availability in a distributed system becomes increasingly important.[1] Normally, when the clients get a relatively big and challenging problem and then perform the Remote Method Invocation on the compute engine object that is exported by one JAVA RMI (JRMI) server, it will take a long time for the client to wait for the final result return from the JRMI server. Moreover, during the client’s waiting time, the only JRMI server may crash or perform very slowly, so the server is a single point failure and represents a potential bottleneck. In this scenario, this kind of distributed system often provides low performance and limited availability. In order to attain higher performance and availability, it may be possible to use a JRMI server group that can cooperate to fulfill the complex computation. The remainder of this proposal will examine motivation for the project, the project architecture and associated details.



2. Relevant Work In the Aroma System[2], the system implements several server replicas that execute the same invocation from the client and do the same computation and return a response. The client accepts the first response it receives, and discards the remaining identical response. Thus, the occurrence of a fault at one replica server is masked by the continued operation of other replicas. The Aroma system has different objectives to this project, but the theory enlightens me to focus on distributed computation. In addition, to build such a system, reliable multicast communication, grid computing such as seti@home and P2P computing should be researched.



3. Proposed Work The aim of this project is to design and implement a high performance and availability JRMI server group to solve the problems that were mentioned before. To do this, the RMI interceptor on the client machine should intercept the RMI invocation and then do a UDP reliable multicast, send the RMI invocation to every “Splitter” server group member. Every server group can keep the RMI invocation and divide the big computation task into several small parts, but the MASTER split server can do more work than those slave splitter servers. When there are too many invocations that come from different client machine, the MASTER server can schedule the division task to another slave splitter server according to the current load balancing in the server group. After the big computation task has been divided, the 1



splitter server will send those small computation partial tasks to several compute engine servants who holds only a compute engine object to compute a task. After the compute servants have finished their job, they will send the partial result back to the splitter server who sends the task to them. Finally, the splitter server will gather those part results and send the final result to the client machine. This server group can work concurrently to solve different parts of a problem, which can improve the efficiency of the whole system. In addition, to achieve high availability and scalability, the splitter server group should provide a muti-machine error detection mechanism [1] to monitor every member inside the group. Thus, when error happens, the server group can actively configure themselves to continue the computation without being detected by client machine. Let me take a scenario for example, in the splitter server group, there is a master node who coordinates incoming invocations and distributes them to several other splitter servers, when this master node fails, another splitter server can take over the task on the faulty server and coordinate the splitter server group. Architecture and Environment This project will entail developing a JRMI server group. The client-side software, generating JRMI invocations, will run in a machine running a Windows XP professional operating system. The server-side software, processing JRMI invocations from client side, will run in several machines running Windows XP professional as well. Java language is selected to design client-side and server-side software. The high performance and availability JRMI server group is a group-based middleware, which can cooperate together to fulfill a heavy workload efficiently. Figure 1 displays the architecture of this environment. Splitter server group Client Object 1
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Figure 1: The basic architecture of JRMI server group
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Implementation Issues and Challenges To implement such a JRMI server group, several interesting and challenging issues need to be addressed. The first issue is to intercept the RMI invocation in client side, and then multicast the invocation to every splitter server. Challenges of this issue are: 1. How to intercept a RMI invocation in client side? 2. How to create a reliable multicast? The second issue is to divide the computation in the splitter server. To achieve the division for the whole computation, every compute servant group member has a unique group ID; the splitter server will divide the problem into several parts according to the group ID and send the partial computation task to those selected servants. Those compute servants can execute same compute code but with different parameters. The third issue, which is the most challenging issue in this project, is to avoid bottleneck and single point failure of a single server. There are several challenges related to this issue. First of all, how does the system avoid the bottleneck when the number of clients is growing? A possible solution to this problem is that the master splitter server receives RMI invocations from every server, but it will redirect these invocations to some other slave splitter servers. The client can interact with that slave splitter server directly. Second of all, how does the splitter server group member detect a very slow or dead splitter server? A possible solution to this problem is to implement a heartbeat technique in multi-machine environment.[2] Finally, when the master splitter server is down, how do those remaining servers configure the server group? To avoid this problem, an election algorithm should be implemented to select a new master server when the original master server is down. The peer-to-peer technique might be considered to solve this problem as well.[3] The fourth issue is to do enough experiments to test this system after the system has been developed. Deliverables This project will produce a JRMI server group middleware and the client-side software to achieve high performance and availability. In addition, a detailed research report and thesis will be generated.



Please check the Msc Project Time Line Gantt Chart (Figure 2).
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Figure 2 Msc Project Time Line Task 1. Related topics are: 1. JAVA RMI specification. 2. JAVA RMI interceptors. 3. Reliable multicast communication. 4. Election algorithms. 5. Distributed computation. 6. Peer-to-Peer computation. Task 2. Related works are: 1. Design and test the interceptor on the client side. 2. Design reliable multicast from client side to server side. 3. Manipulate the remote invocation. Task 3. Related works are: 1. Design the splitter algorithm. 2. Design the algorithm for the master node to schedule the task to other nodes. 3. Design the error detection algorithm to detect errors in the splitter server group. 4. Design the election algorithm to handle the problem when the master node does not work. Task 4. Related works are: 1. Deploy the compute engine object onto the ALLOY system. 2. Design the interaction between splitter server and these compute engine. Task 5. Related works are: 1. Test an application, such as a huge computation on this system. 2. Test the schedule algorithm on the master splitter server. 3. Test the error detection mechanism. 4. Test the election mechanism. 5. Evaluate the system performance.
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Important dates are: ID 1 2 3 4 5 6



Date (dd/mm/yyyy) 31/05/2006 01/06/2006 15/09/2006 30/09/2006 01/10/2006 10/02/2007



Task Literature review complete. Begin to design and implement the system. The end of the design and implementation of the system. The end of the test and evaluation of the system. Begin to write the research report and Msc thesis. Submit the final thesis.



Conclusion When the computation is too heavy and some errors happens, the single JRMI server will perform very poor and the client can detect these errors, which violate the transparency and availability of the distributed system. In this project, a high performance and availability JRMI server group is designed and implemented in this project to fulfill the computation in parallel and solve the single point failure problem in server side automatically. The main contribution of this project is to implement a distributed system to perform parallel computation to promote the efficiency and fault-tolerance of a distributed system.
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